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“Someday I will rest my eyes and take what’s mine. But I will wait until the last
day, because that’s the day I decide.” Sir Arthur has gotten old. too old. He has
lost everything he had and loved, and with nothing more to lose he leaves for
Samarnath, an evil subterranean kingdom (which no knight has ever returned
alive) in search of treasures, adventures and the most important: five magical

orbs that together provide: the Eternal youth. Thanks to its progressive difficulty
curve, and with a path divided into “worlds” of 5 levels each one, Eternum Ex is
challenging, addictive and an ode to the nostalgia of the golden age of arcade

games.Easy to play, hard to master With a very simple core gameplay
mechanics, an increasing difficulty, an exciting and addictive gameplay, and

with a very precise control, Eternum Ex is perfect for retro hardcore gamers but
also for those who want to start in retro games, and even for those who want to

show children how games were when game industry was taking its first steps
and gameplay was the most important factor in a video game.Key Features •
Awesome gameplay (may cause addiction). • Retro, arcade and platformer

100% • 16-bit aesthetics • Memorable soundtrack • Plenty of different enemies
• 25 Levels • Special levels with final bosses • Secrets bonus on each level •
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Worldwide “High Score” leaderboard About This Game: “Someday I will rest my
eyes and take what’s mine. But I will wait until the last day, because that’s the

day I decide.” Olympic Studios is proud to announce that the award-winning
videogame 1080° Avalanche™ has been remastered and fully updated with new
features and visual effects. The new version of 1080° Avalanche features fully-

fledged Multiplayer for up to 4 players, an exciting Arcade Mode with fast-paced
scoring challenges and a brand new heavy-speed bobsled mode.1080°

Avalanche takes place in the magical kingdom of Magarath, where three tribes
of warriors, the Gortes, the Bowels and the Nekken gather to celebrate the fate
that has brought them together. The legendary battle begins as the three tribes
come together to compete in the Magarath Olympics, a prestigious event where

warriors from all the kingdoms gather to battle each other and

Ribby Rocket Features Key:
Collision detection/Physics simulation on GridMap

Drag A and Drop objects around the screen
Can paint with the mouse

Built in image renderer (with rotated, alpha channel support, and the can zoom
in on your workspace)

Built in skybox (with the current time on the bottom of the screen)
Built in key shaping (with control shapes)

Record and replay animation to help you improve your moves
Cloud save for your saved games

Multiple camera angles (start simply or use the built in cameras...this is a ten
camera robot)

Built in sound/music engine
Built in animation engine

Emboss effects & anti-aliasing

Gameplay:

This game is fun and pretty simple! As you can see, I used images, because my custom
engine does not support sprites currently. Given this limitation, I decided to go with this
simplistic game. Each note can be dragged into place by using the mouse. Where you
place the note will determine the key that the note is in. You can customize your basic
game by using a combination of styles, scaling, and can color. You can rotate it by
using the rotate and alpha channel settings (rotate by pressing h or J and zooming in, or
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using the rotate controls in the viewport) You can scale it by using the preview pane
tool (display on screen for workspace and zoom in) Or you can paint/draw with the
mouse (lock the image by selecting 10 key in the keys settings). 

Note: You can save each scene as a single XML scene file and then save that
file as a single file (best solution for multi-playing in a standalone or
flash/html5 games) 
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